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Morel’s New Ultimo Titanium 10” Subwoofer Wins  

the EISA 2014-2015 Best Product Award! 
 

Ness-Ziona, Israel— 16 August 2014 —Morel, a leading manufacturer of high-performance car 

audio speaker systems, announces that its new Ultimo Titanium 10” subwoofer has won the 

prestigious EISA 2014-2015 Best Product award. Over the years the Ultimo subwoofer series has 

gained worldwide recognition for its extraordinary bass performance and now Morel is taking the 

series to a new level with its latest evolution: the Ultimo Titanium subwoofers. 

 

“It is very gratifying to receive such an honor from an esteemed 

organization like EISA, because it is a very high form of worldwide 

acknowledgement of our innovative approach to product 

engineering and design,” said Morel’s executive vice president and 

head of the R&D, Mr. Oren Mordechai. 

 

The Ultimo Titanium subwoofers are equipped with Morel’s most 

advanced, cutting–edge technology derived from the company’s hi-

fi bass drivers. At the heart of the new subwoofers is Morel’s titanium voice coil former. “It is 

exceptionally stiff and lightweight; the titanium improves the dynamics of the driver for an even 

faster transient response, with lower distortion and increased power handling,” Mr. Mordechai 

explained. 

 

According to the EISA panel, “The Ultimo 10 Titanium represents today’s top of the range product 

from one of the founders of modern loudspeaker technology. This model uses a titanium former in 

the voice coil, which allows it to withstand a huge amount of power. In addition, the Ultimo 10 

Titanium uses a unique over‐sized 13 cm Hexatech External Voice Coil…” In conclusion, they wrote, 

“Well suited for compact boxes, this is one of the best subwoofers available, offering a combination 

of power and sound quality rarely seen in a single product.”  

 

Additional Features 

The new Ultimo Titanium subwoofers employ a new copper shorting 

ring to enable a more linear response by reducing distortion, resulting 

in a flat impedance response. This serves as a very critical component 

especially in subwoofers where distortion levels are relatively very 

high.   

Other features are similar to those in its renowned sibling, the Ultimo: 

A gigantic 5.1” Hexatech™ External Voice Coil (EVC™), the DMM™ (Dual Magnet Motor) motor 

design that achieves over 90% efficiency and the PFS™ (Progression Field Symmetry) 
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spider/surround technology that stiffens the spider as excursion levels increase, ensuring maximum 

linearity, minimum distortion, and a truly flat response. 

 

The culmination of these new advancements, the Ultimo Titanium is the most dynamic car audio 

subwoofer series Morel has ever engineered, promising the highest resolution for the ultimate in 

bass reproduction. 

 

For more information, visit www.morelhifi.com  or call +972 8 930 1161. 

In the US call Morel America toll-free at 877-morel-11. Keep current on Morel related news by 

following us at http://facebook.com/MorelHiFi and http://twitter.com/MorelHiFi 

 

 

About Morel 

Morel, an international leader in speaker components and systems since 1975, manufactures 

handcrafted, award-winning speakers and audio drivers for the mid to high end OEM, home 

and car audio markets. Its products are sold in over 55 countries worldwide. With its high 

standard for technological innovation and design excellence, Morel audio speakers are the 

choice of many of the biggest names in the music industry. 
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